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[DH76, HHK18, PPMT17, Son16]. Diritto
[MS15]. Disambiguating [Dre17c].
Discontinuity [TSCT18]. Discouragement
[MKKS14, MKKS15]. Discovering
[Dre17f, EZ17, EZ18, TSCT18]. Discovery
[ACW17]. Discuss [FF17]. Discussion
[Ali15, HSBI7c, HSB18g]. Disincentivize
[ES14a]. Disk [GL00]. Dispute [BT18a].
Disputes [ABL18]. Disruption [BBB15].
Disruptive [DT18, FRSU17, GR17].
disruptive [FRSU17], Distributed
[ALPBT17, AKGN18, AABM17, Brü17,
CZJ+17, EGB18, ECDO17, EG17, HL16,
HLC+17a, Her17, Hui17, JCHSR16,
KMOD17, KYV19, LDWS17, Laut11b, LS17,
LLW17, LSP+15, MGM+17, Mei18,
MGGR13, NST+17, Poe14, RLT17, SD16b,
Str18, TD17a, Wat17, Wei18, ZWQ+16,
BS15, CK16, Her19, PLSS17, ZWH18].
Distributing [Dre17g]. Distribution
[Ye15]. diversification [BOS15]. Divide
[Bra13]. Divisors [DDX17]. DL’17 [Spo17].
DLoc [ECDO17]. DLT [Lim18].
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[SIDV14, Kug18]. Docker [XJR+17].
doctoral [HA15]. doctrinarias [HA15].
document [HS91]. Documentation
[Ano17b]. Documenting [Dre17h]. Does
[HSB17c, HSB18g, SFG+17, Ste17, Ano17d,
Fai17, RE18]. Domain [JB18, RBS17].
Dominant [AC17]. Don’t
[MHH+16, Pal18]. doors [LZDA16].
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[Vo11]. Double [DNY17, KAC12, KAR+15,
LZC+17, aNOE17, PR16, DB16, YSLH17].
Double-Financing [aNOE17].
Double-spend [PR16]. Double-Spender
[DNY17]. Double-Spending
[KAR+15, LZC+17, KAC12, YSLH17].
Down [Son14, Vig15, Zet13, Sha17]. DPM
[GANAHHJ17]. DPS [FF17]. DPS-Discuss
[FF17]. Drain [VBC+17]. Draw
[Ano18j, Ole18]. Dread [RS14]. Dreamers
[DMHI18a]. Dreams [Eya17]. Drive
[BS17a, BK18, Seg18]. Drive-by [Seg18].
Driven [HSB17b, HSB17a, HSB17d,
HSB18f, HSB18e, HSB18h, DMR18].
Drones [SYK17]. Drug [Zet13, Geo16]. Dry
[LJG15]. DSA [GGN16, GGK+14].
DSA/ECDSA [GGN16, GGK+14].
Dubious [Roo18]. Due [Ami16, McL13].
dumber [Ito18]. dummies [Ant16]. d’une
[San14b]. Duplex [DW15]. Duplication
[KKS+17b]. during [Osbi18a]. Dutch
PdWWS16. dwelved [UJ16]. dynamic
[Bar17, DB16, KUE17]. Dynamically
[KJ17, KJ18]. Dynamics
[EDS15, Bha18, GKH17].
E-Cash [MGGR13, BB15, Nak08b].
EUROCRYPT [OF15]. Europe [Ker18b].
European [Gim16, LD17]. EV [HZLH19].
Evaluating [AKR+13]. Evaluation [ACW17, DCK17, FOA16, IGRS16]. Even [Ler14a, VM15]. Event [Hul17].
Even-based [Hul17]. eventual [Sir16a]. ever [Cim19, Fail17]. Everyone [GH17].
Everything [Kar18a]. Evidence [DVRM16].
Evil [Kru13]. Evolution [FPKH17, KBS17, Kiin16, Smo18, Tay17, WL15, OC16].
Examining [KCD17, VBC17, Uni14]. Exchange [CC16, HG15, JMM14, MSCH15, McK19, MC13, RJK+17, YSZ+19, Abe18, Cim19, WHJ17, Cim18a].
Exchange [BBZ+15, DGSW15, Son14, WSZN18, K.13].
Exchanging [WvB14]. Exclusive [WREK18].
Executing [SCA13]. Execution [EMEHR17, GBP17, SCA13, WXR+16].
Executive [WREK18]. Expected [Sid14].
Experience [Riz16]. Experiences [KJGW17].
Explaining [BWZ17]. exploited [Fir18].
Exploiting [MHH+16, DMR18].
Exploration [LC17, SK17, BB14].
Exploratory [BO17, LW16]. explorer [KK17b].
Exploring [CXLC18, KSC16, OOF+17, SK15, WL15, Gom16]. Extended [BLMR14, Hul17].
Extending [BLMR14, FYK+17, Wij16]. extension [Bak09]. External [WBK+17]. Extracting [SMZ14, YSZ+19].
Extremism [Lut17].
Fabric [BSV17, Vuk16]. Facebook [ds17a].
Facilitate [NH17]. Facilitative [KCD17].
Factor [ML15, ML17]. Factors [KCD17, ZDL17a, ZDL17b]. Facts [EDS15].
Fair [ADM14a, Ast16, BK14, BC16a, CGJ+17, HLC17c, JMM14, MBC+17b, PS17, Pia16, YSLH17, Bee16, HCW+18].
Fair-Exchange [JMM14]. Fairness [CGJ+17, GDTP17]. Full [Son14]. falls [Lee13].
Fambit [HRE17]. far [Goo18].
Farming [PTPR17, PTPR18]. Fast [DW15, KAČ12, Lin17, LZC+17, SCA13, SZJ17, SZ13, Uiri17, VB08].
faster [CEN14, Ler14a]. Fault [BSV17].
Fault-tolerant [BSV17]. FAW [KKS+17c].
FBI [Gre13]. FC [BBMS14, BCJR15, CSN14, CMR+16, GP17b, JRB+17, Yue04, Ker12, Sad13].
Fears [HM18]. Feasibility [JCG17, SL18]. Features [Bog17, Cou16].
February [CMR+16, GP17b, Yue04, Ker12].
Federal [Int14].
Feds [Zet13].
Fee [GCD16].
Feed [KBS17].
Feeding [Fai17]. Feel [SID14].
Fees [MB15]. Felten [Ano16b, SM-16].
ferenda [Kü16]. Fi [SI16]. fiat [G.17].
Fiction [Lin15]. fights [Tun18]. Filters [GCK14].
Finance [Bhe17d, Edw15, Eya17, HSB17b, HSB17a, HSB17c, HSB17d, HSB18a, HSB18b, HSB18f, HSB18e, HSB18g, HSB18h, HSB18i, TBY17].
Financial [Ami16, DMM18, EMEHR17, HRF17, JB17a, JMK17, TSTC18, K.13, Lee15, Lew15, LMR17, LP18c, Six17d, VX17, BBMS14, BCJR15, CSN14, CMR+16, GP17b, JRB+17, Yue04, Ker12, Sad13].
Financing [Anne17]. Finanzindustrie [Six17d]. Findel [BKT17]. finding [Lar13].
Findings [BBBB15]. finds [Aro12, Edw15].
Firmware [LMLW17, LL16, LL17a].
First [BH15, BP14, DPA18, Pal18, PL16, Sf17, Ano17a, BHI+14, EBSC15, Ker18b, SKG12, YV17].
First-Generation [BH15].
Fishes [ZW+17]. Fistful [MPJ+13, MPJ+16]. fix [Lec13]. FL [Jue04].
flame [Cae15]. flash [MBD+12].
flash-speed [MBD+12]. flaw [Duc13, Fir18].
flaws [FB17a]. flexible [DKJ19]. Flow [BS17a, YK15]. flows [BDP+15].
Fluctuations [EDS15]. Focus [TKW15].
fog [HCW+18]. folly [Sch14b]. footprint [OM14].
Forecasting [YK15]. Forensics [NHM16].
Foreseeable [ATD17]. Forging [Pop16a].
Fork [KLM17, KKS+17c]. forkable [WDL+18].
Forkbase [WDL+18].
Forks [LK17]. Formal [BDLF+16, Son16].
Formalized [CXS*17, LN17]. Formalizing [AKGN18, Wel18]. Fortune [Pop17b].
Found [Kec16, Pop17b, YWJ+16].
Foundations [DMH18b, Gom16, HMS17].
Founder [McK19]. Founding [EL14].
FowlerNollVo [VFN91]. FPGA [SNM17].
Fractal [DVRM16]. fractality [LB18].
Fragen [BP17b]. Fragmentation [Bhe17d].
Framework [AvM18, BLPB17, DWC+17, HL16, Las17, aNOE17, PTPR17, PTPR18, RS17, SK15, Gim16, JAK19, VCS03].
Fraud [CZ16, CBWF17, HRF17, Kru18, MMT16b, RRCL17, Kra18, MMT16a, VD17].
fraudulent [LW16]. Free [SPB17, VM15, Six17f]. FreeBSD [Ano18b].
freedom [TF16]. Frees [Hou14b]. Freicoin [TF16]. French [San14b, TFG17].
Frequency [Via16]. Friends [AMVA17]. frozen [Cim19]. FruitChains [PS17].
Fuel [Car15]. Fulfillment [Nis16b]. Full [Ano18b, HSB17c, MMR16, RS13].
Function [Bac03, Mer88, VFN91].
Functional [OOF*17]. functionality [Wij16]. Functioning [Ker14]. Functions [Bac02b, Ler13, SBBR17, Per09].
fund [Pan96]. fundamental [CF15]. Funding [BDW17, LHZ17]. funds [Cim19].
funktioniert [RE18]. Funktionsweise [Ker14, RE18, Six17h]. Further [Dre17u].
Future [BBB15, BK17a, BK18, Car15, EGB18, Her17, JKS16, MDAP16, MAP16, PP16, Son16, Fri14, SKG13]. fuzzy [Chel8, WZQ*17].
Gamble [Roo18]. Gambling [MCH17, MMH17]. Game
[Hou14a, Hou16, JLG+14, Kra16b, LJJG15, LBS*15, Ort16]. Game-Theoretic
[JLG+14, LGJ15]. Games
Gateways [YWJ+16]. Gave [Pav18].
geautomatisiert [PdWWS16]. Geld
[Möl13, Cap12]. Geldwährungen [WLS17].
Geleit [LPW17a, LPW18, LPW17b].
General [BLPB17, Int14, SV16, DB16].
Generalized [BK17b], Generals [LSP82].
generated [Goo18]. Generating
[BBM+18]. Generation [AMLH15, BH15, But13b, OA17, AMLH16, BHI+14]. genius
[Ge16]. Genomic [KPK17]. Geospatial
[FHS+17]. German
[ABR17, Ale18, Ano16a, Blo18, BP17b, Capi2, Dix17, DF17b, FRSU17, GH17, HP17, Ker14, KFR17, LPW17b, MG16, Mö13, PB17, Plaa13, RE18, RBM17, San14a, Six17a, Six17d, Six17c, Six17h, Six17f, Six17i, Six17j, SKG12, SKG13, Stoa17, WLS17].
Geschäftsmodelle [RBM17]. Get
[WM18, Cim19, Pec15]. GHash.io [Mat14].
GHOST [KKS*17a], Gibbard [Ano18b].
Gifted [Ro13], giuridica [Cap15]. Giving
[Ano19]. Glimpse [LMLA17, Pav18].
glitch [Lec13]. Global
[ACM15, Ali15, MMR16b, Mul14b, Yeo15, CV18, CRDK16, VC15a, VC15b]. Go
[BS17a, Fai17]. Goals [AKP17, AKP18].
Going [Dre17u, GCD16]. Gold
[BBB+18, DMM18i, Cap12, Nis16a, Pop15, Pop16b, Sza08]. Goldfeder
[Ano16b, SM-16]. Goldstrike
[BHI+14, BH15]. Columbium [Lut17]. gone
[Nic17]. Good [AKP17, AKP18, BP15, WA15, Bon14b, Ito18, Plaa13]. Got [Ro13].
Govern [RRD17]. Governance
[ACM17c, BCEM15, Mor17b, QFLM17, ROH16, Yer17, CV18]. Governed
[LDH17, NOT15]. Government
[OA17, Ohn16, OJ17]. Grand
[Far18a, Ort16]. Graph
[DHES16, FPKH17, MMR16, OKH13, RS13, ZG15, BD*15, DMR17a, DMR18, Tro15b].
Graph-Based [ZG15]. graph-theoretic
[Tro15b]. Graphene [OAB*17]. Graphics
[Ze16]. Gratis [Six17f].
Gratis-Bitcoin-Ökosphäre [Six17f].
Great [WA15]. Green
Grid

High-Rate [SZ15]. High-Throughput [MPSP17, SS12, XLM+17]. Highlights [Sup16]. Highly

Highly-Efficient [JKXX16]. highway [Gal18]. Hijacking [AZV17]. History [AMVA17, D13, Hill14, Abe18]. Hit

Ker18b, Lee13. hitchhiker [Wal19]. hoc [CFGH16, LMH16]. HOL [ABB18]. Hole

hopes [Pal18]. hoping [Hol18]. hopping [CK16]. Host [Ro13]. Hosts [SD16a].

Hours [Cim18b]. House [PTPR17, PTPR18]. Hub [BK+17]. huge [Hol18]. Human [PHD+17, Har17].

Hundred [Uni14]. hybrid [HZLB19]. Hype [Per17]. Hypergraph [RJK+17].

Hyperledger [BSV17, DMB18]. Hyperpubsub [ZZJ17].

I.R.S. [HM18]. I/O [Dry14]. IBM [MDN+18]. Iceland

[Ano18g, Far18a, Hol18]. Icelandic [Far18a].

ICO [It18, Osb18a]. Idea [BP15, Nis16b].

Identification [TM17, Cha85]. Identifying [Dre17]. Identities

[ACC+17, Smo18]. Identity

[AK17, AB17, AABM17, DP18, FR16, Hall17, LN17, LLW17]. Identity-Based [LLW17].

IEEE [ALP15]. if [Fai17, Far18b, LP18c]. II

[HSB18c, OF15]. III [HSB18d]. im [ABR17]. Images [Vial16, XJR+17]. Imaginaries

[KL17]. imagination [Fin17b].

Immediately [Ro13]. Immune

[LZC+17, Xu16]. Immutability [EN17].

Impact [ATD17, Blo18, LG15, SGF+17, Smo18, MLM15]. Implants [Mic16].

Implement [PL16]. Implementation

[FDNP17, Bac97]. Implementing

[AKGN18, CC16, Wel18, YNS16, vS02]. implicated [Duc13]. Implications

[TSL+17, dDeCM14, MGM+17]. imported
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[XLL+19]. Impossibility [GG17]. Impossible [Poe14, Lau11a]. Improve [FOA16, Riz16, FOA17], improvement [ALMLS16, HC12]. Improvements [KVV16]. Improving
[BHS93, CWL17, BR17]. In-Browser [Abr18]. Incentive
[HLC+17a, SBBR17, ZGR17]. Incentives [JMK17, LTKS15, SZ17, SZ18]. Incentivize [KB14]. Incentivizing [LK17]. Incontestable [ZGGT16]. inconvenience [Gal18]. Increased [GK17, LP18c]. Increasing [SMD14]. Independent
[LHZ17]. Index [Hil15]. Indexing [TD17a]. Industrial [LSFK17, Ker18b]. industrialise [BDP17b]. Industry
[BR17c]. Innovation
[RRD17]. institutional [BDP17a]. Institutions [DdFP18, BGW16]. instruments [Lee15]. insurance
[VMM17]. Integer [DDX17]. Integrating [ÖY17]. Integration [DT18, Bit09]. integration/staging [Bit09]. Integrity
[BBH+13, Dre17, EBHBL16]. Intellectual
[Ze16]. Intelligence
[SMZ14, YWJ+16, YSZ+19]. intelligent
[SK18]. Intensive [SDT17]. Intent
[KLL+15]. Intentions [GZH+14]. Inter
[SYK17]. Inter-Service [SYK17]. Interaction [Fot17]. Interactions
[Kra16b, OR17]. Interactive
[Hir17, YSZ+19, ZGGT16]. Interconnectivity [HQ15]. Intermediation [KET+17]. International
[ACM17c, ACM17d, CMR+16, GANAHHJ17, GP17b, JB+17, Ker12, OF15, Sad13, BCJR15, IKY05, Jue04]. Internet
[Böhm13, CV17, DGP17, HL16, Ksh17a, Ksh17b, LL16, LL17a, McM13, Mic14, PP16, QFLM17, Sve17, XAZY17, XAZY18, ZW17]. Internship [HMS17]. Interoperability [CWL17]. Interoperable [Lim18]. interplay [KCS+14]. Intricate [Bhe17c]. introduced [Ano17a]. Introducing
[Dan17b, JB18]. Introduction
[Dzi15, HSB17d, HSB18h, JSK+17, Kat16, MY11, NBF+16, ZFY16, ZFY17]. Inverse
[EDS15]. Investigating [JKS16, RC16]. Investigation
[VCLK17, WRB15, ZG15, CF15, KK17b]. Investment
[Ano18j, Pop17a, Sup16, TOM17, KH17]. investor [BT18b]. investors [Lew15]. Invitation [BK17c]. Invitation-Based [BK17c]. Invited [Gar17, Zoh17]. IoT
[ACM17d, ADA17, BLNN17a, DKJ17, KS18, LDWS17, LSM17, MBC+17b, OEO16, OEO17, ÖY17, SD16a, SBHD17, WDLS17, ZW15, ZW17]. IoT-based [LDWS17]. IoTPTS’17 [ACM17d]. IP
[AGGM16, Gia15]. IPFS [ADA17]. Irrefutable [FDT17]. Irregularities
[RDDL17]. IRS [Far18b, int14]. Isabelle
[ABBS18, Kam17]. Isabelle/HOL
[ABBS18]. isn’t [BP15, Ito18, SK14]. Issue
[Ano18h, Mat14, WSZN18, ZFY16, ZFY17].
Issues [Bon16a, bAHRAK17, bAHRAK18, VGJ15, BB15, DSM+17, Lyn14]. Italian [AF16, Cap15]. Ivy [Gei16].


Kademlia [MCD15]. KARMA [VC03, GH05]. Keep [WM18]. Kernel [WRB15]. Kernel-Level [WRB15]. Key [Bon16b, GS15b, Jue04, Kee16, MSCH15, CSC16, DSPJ11A18, EBSC15, MBB+15, Mer80, Per09].

Keyless [EN17]. Keynote [HM16, Spo17].

Know [AN16b, SM-16].

Kodak [Ano18b, Bue18, Roi18]. KodakCoin [Bue18]. konnen [KFR18, KFR17].

Kralendijk [Ker12].

Kryptowahrungen [Ale18]. Kudos [SD16b]. kurz [Pla13].

Labeling [NPS+17]. landscape [LS14].

Language [Coh17, HBBD14, O'C17, Wo18].

Large [Ch13, ESI4a, SIDV14, SJ17, WLX17, vdHZ14, DCLK19].

Large-scale [SIDV14, SJ17, WLX17].

Last [Bue18, ZGR17]. Last-Gasp [Bue18].

Lattice [ES16]. lattice-based [ES16].

launch [Fir18, Osh18b].

Launching [Wo18].

Laundry [DBHC17]. law [Ano16a, DW18, Lev17, EDS15].

Lawful [WBK+17]. Laws [GP17a, McL13, Mic14].

Layer [LZY+17]. Layers [Dre17v].

LD [Spo17].

LD-DL’17 [Spo17].

lead [Hol18].

League [Gei16]. Leakage [GS15b]. Leaks [LL17b, LL17c]. Learn [HBS17b, HSB18f].
KJ17, KJ18, Kwo14, KKS+17b, LJG15, LBS+15, LL17b, LL17c, LSP+15, Mat14, MKKS14, MKKS15, Mul14e, RJK+17, Ros11, SCYP17, SSZ17, SBBR17, VTL17, ZWI+17, ZP17a, ZP17b, ZGR17, BHI+14, CEW15, Dev14, ES18, Goo18, Hol18, KDF13, OM14, Ole18, Tro15a, VDK16, Nic17.


Non-Repudiation [FT17]. Non-Users

Password-Protected [JKKK16]. Path [LCL17, Mei18]. Pattern [RJK+17, TOM17, HLC+17b]. Patterns [EZ17, EZ18]. PAXOS [DLL00, DLL97, GL00, HMS17, Lam01, MBD+12, MSP17, PLSS17, RST11, Ros03, SS12, SS13, VA15, VB08]. PaxosStore [ZLX+17]. Pay [Ede14, HSBl7d, HSBl8h, ZGR17, BDE+13]. Paying [Dre17]. Payload [Kan18].

Payment [AH12, CGFH16, DW15, EKK+17, GM17, KG17, Lei16, LZC+17, MMSK+17, MSSH16, MSH17, RLT17, Sch98, Sou13, CJSW17, Kha15, ZWX+19].

Payment-Channel [MMSK+17]. Payments [AM15, BSCG+14, Bon16a, CGGN17, Cha83, DNSY14, DNY17, Gev16, Gom16, KAC12, MPJ+13, SCG+14, Bar18, Gimp16, HCW+18, MPJ+16]. PayWord [AH12, RS96a, RS96b]. PCS [KLR+17b].

Pedigree [NC17b]. Peer [Ano17a, CVM17, CS15, GH05, KN12, NAH16, SOA17, SZJ17, FOA17, Nak08a, NAH15, TF16, VCS03]. Peers [Dre17].

Peer-to-Peer [Ano17a, KN12, NAH16, SOA17, CS15, GH05, SZJ17, FOA17, Nak08a, NAH15, TF16, VCS03]. Peers [Dre17]. Penalizing [KKS15]. Penalties [KB16, KV16]. People [BSB16].

Peppercoin [Riv04]. Perceptions [GCL16].


Permissioned [EN17, HS16c, Vuk17, ZZJ17]. Personal [LN17]. perspectivas [HA15]. Perspective [FSW14, Kün16, LD17, Mor17, Mor17g, Sir16b, Sve17, CZ16, Her19, KFR17].


Planning [Dre17m]. Plans [Ano17e]. Plastic [AM15]. Platform [ARBK17, BSV17, BO17, But13b, JCHSR16, KMOD17, SV16, SVL17, WDLS17, Osh18a, Wij16].


poorer [Ano13b]. Popularity [VM15].


Practices [Mor17d, BGPW16]. Pre [KLL+15].

Pre-Search [KLL+15]. Predictable [MLM16]. Predicting [KLL+15].

Prediction [JL17, NTK17]. Predictions [MDAP16, MAP16]. predictor [MLM15].

Preemption [RRCL17]. Preface
[LPW17b]. **Preferences** [NTKS17].

**Prescribed** [ZP17a]. **Presence** [GCR16, KDF13]. **Preservation** [MJS⁺14].

**Preserving** [ARBK17, ACV17, DCK17, DDX17, KLR⁺17a, KLR⁺17b, KMMW17, KUEE17, KUEE18, LS17, LL17b, LL17c, OEO16, OEO17, SVL17, WQH17, DBB⁺15, KUE17].

**Pretty** [WA15, Ito18, Sha17]. prevent [Lew15].

Preventing [aNOE17]. **Prevention** [CBWF17, Peo13, SPB17, Kha15].

**Price** [Bla18, EDS15, GHMO17, Urq17, Edw15, K.13, Lee13, ZDL17a, ZDL17b]. Prices [JL17].

**Prices** [DN93, YNS16].

Prime [Kin13]. **Primecoin** [Kin13]. primer [BC16b].

**Primitives** [GCR16, GCR18].

**Principles** [ALP15, Pil16]. **Privacy** [ACM17d, ARBK17, ADA17, AKR⁺13, ACV17, CBWF17, CVM17, DBB⁺15, DCK17, GANAHHJ17, GCCKG14, Hal17, HHK18, HJPS16, KLR⁺17a, KLR⁺17b, KC18, KMMW17, Kat16, KUE17, KUEE17, KUEE18, KJGW17, LDWS17, LST⁺17, MMSK⁺17, MO15, NTKS17, OEO16, OEO17, PS16, RMS17, SDT17, SVL17, SS17b, WBK⁺17, XSC⁺17, YWJ⁺16, A⁺13, Hea13, LL17b, LL17c, Pec16, WQHX17, WLL⁺13, PB17].

**Privacy-Enhancing** [MO15, Hea13].

**Privacy-Preserving** [DCK17, KLR⁺17a, KLR⁺17b, KMMW17, KUEE17, KUEE18, OEO16, OEO17, DBB⁺15, KUE17].

**Private** [DWC⁺17, ISM17, LSFK17, DSPSHJNA18, Ler14b].

**Privately** [ZC16]. **Probabilistic** [Pop16a].

probably [Lau11a]. **Problem** [BK17b, Dre17f, KJ17, KJ18, LSP82, Bra17, Lee13].

**Problems** [vS02]. **Proceedings** [ACM17c, CRS83, OF15, ACM17a, ACM17d, GANAHHJ17, IKY05].

**Process** [CWL17, MWV⁺18, VCLK17, WX⁺16, KFR17, KK17b].

**Processes** [GBPDPW17, KL17].

**Processing** [DN93, Hul17, PP16, SZ15, SZ13].

**Processor** [BH15, Sou13, BHI⁺14, WLL⁺13]. **Product** [LD17, LX17, KFR17, XLL⁺19].

**products** [SV16]. **Produkt** [KFR17, KFR18].

**Produkt-Sicht** [KFR17, KFR18].

**Professional** [BT18a]. **Profit** [SCYP17].

**Profitable** [SVL17]. **Profits** [VM15].

**Programmed** [Cob17]. **Programming** [CB17].

**Programs** [TOM17]. progress [Ö17]. **Project** [DMH18j]. Projects [BO17, OOF⁺17]. Promise [Fot17].

**Promises** [Rou18]. **Promising** [HRE17]. promptly [Far18b]. **Proof** [Abr16, Ast16, Bac03, BL17, BBH⁺13, BLMR14, BK17b, Coe08, DFKP13, GKW⁺16, Kam17, KN12, Lar13, LABK17, MHWK16, Pco14, SL15, SDA⁺17, Tre15a, Vo11, Vuk16, Dry14, KRD017, Kin13, Shi16, Tro14a, Tro14b, Tro15b, WHJ17, LC04].
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